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1. Introduction* Let (Ω, s/, P) denote a complete probability space
in which Ω is an arbitrary point set (ω e Ω), sf is a cr-algebra of sub-
sets of Ω (A e s/) and P is a probability measure on s/ with respect
to which P is complete. Let X> Y, Z, with or without subscripts, de-
note real-valued JY-measurable random variables (r. v.) Let "ό" denote
the space of P-integrable r. v.'s. Define a linear operator E on £Γ by

EoX= [ XdP .

E is the expectation operator and E Ό J ί s called the expectation of X
The P-integrability criterion is equivalent to specifying Έo \ X | < oo.
Let j ^ " , with or without subscripts, denote a complete σ-algebra con-
tained in SS, and let ^ f c denote the σ-algebra of Borel sets of ά-dimen-
sional Euclidean space. For r.v.'s. i = l,Xif ,fc, define&(X19 ^ X J c j /
as the minimal complete cr-algebra containing all inverse images with
respect to the vector (X19 * ,Xk) of sets in &h. For A e s/, let
IA e ^ denote the indicator function of the set A; that is, IA{ω) — l or
0 according as ω e A or ω $ A. For X e ξf, define the completely-
additive set function Qx : s/-*Rλ by QX(A) = E o XIA .

By the Radon-Nikodym Theorem there exists for Xeξf and jy^c jy%
an J^-measurable solution Y e ξf to the system of equations

(1) Eo(X-Y)IΛ = 0 (Λe.5T)

or equivalently

Eo YIA (A e j ^ ) .

This solution is unique a. s. (relative to the restriction of P to Jf).
The equivalence class of all such solutions (or any representative thereof)
is denoted by E{X\SΓ) and called the conditional expectation of X given
j r . For X, Y 6 gf the notation E{X\ Y] - E{X\ ^(Y)} will also be
used. This definition of conditional expectation, which is the standard
one, makes it necessary when proving theorems about conditional expec-
tations to show at some stage of the proof that a functional equation of
the form (1) is valid for all subsets of a specified σ-algebra. That this
can be a tedious task is demonstrated by the existing proofs of some of
the applications in § 4 of the theorems which are proved below.
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It is the purpose of this note to define conditional expectations in
an apparently less restrictive way, by narrowing the class of subsets A
for which (1) must hold. It is shown that this definition is, neverthe-
less, equivalent to that given in the above paragraph. In § 3, some
general theorems on conditional expectations are proved using this second
definition. The proofs of these theorems are seen to be simpler and
shorter than would be possible with conventional techniques. Besides
serving to demonstrate the convenience of this second definition, these
theorems are important in themselves and several applications of them
are given.

The main tool to be used is the concept of a quasi-ring to be intro-
duced and studied in the following section.

2* Conditional expectation given a quasi-ring* Von Neumann [5]
defines a half-ring as a family of subsets closed under finite intersections
and satisfying a certain finite chain condition. This same concept is
termed a semi-ring by Halmos [3]. The related concept of quasi-ring,
which is now defined, entails a weaker chain condition. This chain con-
dition, (ii) of Definition 1 below, seems to be much more adaptable than
that of von Neumann to problems in conditional expectation, as is de-
monstrated in § 3.

DEFINITION 1. A collection, ,s/% of subsets of Ω is said to be a
quasi-ring if and only if

( i ) A, B e S7J implies A Π B e ,9" ',
(ii) A, B e ,9" and A a B implies that there exists {C,}^ c / /

satisfying Ct n Ck = φ for i Φ k and B- A = Cι U C2 U U Cn

(iii) there exists {Aj}^L1 c ,(y such that Ω = Q A* •
.7 = 1

In von Neumann's definition of a half-ring, condition (ii) is strength-
ened by requiring further that AuCΊu U C3 e .<s for all j = l, 2, , n.

Examples of quasi-rings are : any countable class of disjoint sets
which include the null set </> in particular, the collection of atoms in an
atomic, or discrete, probability space any algebra or o -algebra the
class of all left-open, right-closed rectangles in Rn with Lebesgue measure
less than or equal to 1. This last example is a quasi-ring which is not
a half-ring. Bell makes use of the half-ring analogous to this quasi-ring
in his recent paper [1]. A closure property of quasi-rings that will be
used in the following sections is given by

LEMMA 1. If £^λ and ^ 2 are quasi-rings on a common space Ω
then

( 2 ) ,<y - ,&>λ π ,y% = {A n B; A e <y?, B e ^ }
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is also a quasi-ring. (In common terminology /y is the family of con-
stituents of ,cy\ and f/y

2.)

Proof. Clearly ,9^ satisfies ( i ) of Definition 1. Moreover, let At e
,9^ and B, e f/\ (i = 1, 2). If A, Π B, c A3 Π B3, then

(3) S^(A2 n BJ-iA! n 50
= [(A2 - AL) n (B2 n 5 t)] u [(β2 - Bd n A J ,

the two terms of the union being disjoint. By hypothesis there exist
sequences {Cj}y

n

βle t5f, {D^I^e .i/f satisfying

j = i /. = l

and hence by (3), S has the representation
n

x m

s = U (C, n [B, n 5j) u U Φ* n A2)
j = l fc=l

all terms being disjoint. That ^ satisfies condition (iii) is seen by con-
sidering the collection of all pairwise intersections between elements of
the respective sequences for S^Ί and S^2 which satisfy (iii). Q. e. d.

An extension theorem for measures defined on a quasi-ring will now
be given. The proof of the theorem is analogous to those of the more
classical extension theorems and so will be omitted (e. g.,cf. [5]).

For an arbitrary class Ϋ? of subsets of Ω let <τ(vf) denote the mini-
mal σ-algebra containing rsf.

THEOREM 1. Let μ be a σ-finite completely additive set function
defined on a quasi-ring ,cy"'. There exists a unique completely additive
set function μ* defined on σ(.^) such that for all A e ,ζ/*, μ*(A) = [i(A).

In the event that there exists a finite family satisfying (iii) of De-
finition 1, the minimal algebra containing ,9^ is the collection of all
finite unions of members of ,v\ After extending μ to this minimal
algebra, Theorem 1 reduces in this case to a well known extension
theorem (cf. Doob [2], p. 605).

DEFINITION 2. Let X e gf and ,s^ c sf where y is a quasi-ring.
The class (or any representative thereof) of all ^(/y^-measurable Ye ( Γ̂
satisfying the system of equations

(4) Eo(X~Y)IA = 0 ( A e / y )

will be denoted by E{X\S^}, and called the conditional expectation of
X given £/*.

As a corollary to Theorem 1, one immediately obtains

THEOREM 2. For l e g 7 and ,cy c s/
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a. s.

3 Some general theorems on conditional expectation. The follow-
ing definition will be used :

DEFINITION 3. Quasi-rings f9Λ and Λy 2 are said to be conditionally
independent given a quasi-ring .v" (to be abbreviated as c, ί, | ,y ) if and
only if for all A e , 9 ^ , 5 e ,V\,

( 5 ) E{IJB | .</} = E{IA I &}E{Iti I ̂ } a. s.

X and Y are said to be c. i. 1 ,cy? if and only if ,O?(X) and ,7?(Y) are
c. i. I ,y" (cf. Loeve [4], p. 351).

The obvious notational changes are made in defining conditional in-
dependence given a r. v. If ,9\ and ,<y \ are c. i. | {φ, Ω), they are of
course, independent in the usual stochastic sense. The above definition
of conditional independence is closely related to that for (/-algebras given
in Loeve [4], as is shown by the next lemma. For well known proper-
ties of conditional expectations used in the following proofs, the reader
is referred to [4].

LEMMA 2. For σ{,9*ι) and σ(,S/*2) to be c. i. | o{,9°) it is necessary
and sufficient that <yΛ and <y\ be c. i. | ^ .

Proof, The necessity of the condition is immediate. The proof of
sufficiency is by transfinite induction. Let £?ι denote the class of all
countable unions of elements of ,cy\. For all ordinals a less than or
equal to the first uncountable ordinal, a0 say, define recursively J*fa as
the set of countable unions of differences of elements of J7~a= \J J*fβ.

It is well known that σ(S^1) = ̂ 6ύ. By hypothesis the equality (5) holds
for all A e S^Ί and B e ^ 2 . Since ,cy\ is closed under finite intersec-
tions, any countable union of elements in .9Ί, and hence by definition
any element of 6^x may be represented as a disjoint union of elements
in *9*i. Therefore, since conditional expectations have (a. s.) the linear
and limit properties of integrals, it follows that (5) holds for all A e S^x

Clearly =S^ is also closed under finite intersections. For induction pur-
poses, assume that for any ordinal a < α0, ̂ , satisfies (5) and is closed
under finite intersections. It is clear that (5) holds for differences of
elements in J ^ . For if C , f l e J^,, C — D — C — (C Π D), and since
by assumption C Π D e ^ ^ , (5) follows by writing Io-D— Ic — low
Moreover, countable unions of elements of J/^ may be shown to satisfy
(5) in the same way as was used above for JS^. Therefore (5) is satis-
fied for all elements of ^fΛ+1 and hence of J ^ + ] . From the identity
(A ~~ B) Π (C - D) = (A Π C) - (B U D), it follows that J^ Λ + 1 and hence
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+1 is closed under finite intersection. It therefore follows by trans-
finite induction that (5) holds for all A e σ(,9̂ Ί) and B e £f%. The lem-
ma follows by a repetition of the above argument for ,5^.

It is remarked that if there exists a conditional probability distribu-
tion relative to σ(.ζ^) in the sense of Doob [2], the conditional expectations
of (5) may be considered as integrals with respect to the distribution.
In this case one might be tempted to view Lemma 2 as a simple exten-
sion of measures, and hence as a corollary to Theorem 1. Closer examina-
tion shows this to be a false supposition.

LEMMA 3. For X,Ye'tf, let X and Y be c. i. | ^~\ Then if
XY e <£

E{XY\JT} = E{X\/yT}E {Y\^} a. s.

Proof. This result follows from (5) upon approximating X and Y
by simple functions in the usual way. The assumption that XY e rg is
certainly not a necessary one but has been postulated in keeping with
Definition 2.

The main theorem of this paper is

THEOREM 3. Let X e g7 and ^ c jy( ΐ = 1, 2) be given. If ,^
and ^"2 are c. i. | ^Γ

1 then

( 6 ) E{X\jrχ Γl JT3} =E{X\jrx} a.s.

*Proof. Define ,ζ/r= J?Ί Π •^~i. £/* is a quasi-ring by Lemma 1.
From Theorem 2, (4), and the fact that E{X \j^Ί] is σ(.yi')-measurable,
it follows that to prove (6) it suffices to show that

a.s.

for all S e .9". Let S = A n B for A e j?~x, Be . <T"2. Then

E o XIAnB = E o E{XIB I jTJlt a. s.

\ i } { l i \ ι } Λ a.s.

since X and IB are c. i. | ^[. Therefore

E o XIΛnβ = E o E{IBE{X I ̂ } I J^}7, a. s.

= EoE{X\jrλ}IAnB a.s.

by (1). Q. e. d.

COROLLARY 3.1, Let l e g " and let X and Z be c. i. | Y. Then

(7) E{X\Y,Z}=E{X\Y} a.s.
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It is of interest to state this result under the stronger but more common
assumption of independence, viz.,

COROLLARY 3.2. For l e g 7 , let the random vector (X, Y) be in-
dependent of Z. Then (7) holds.

Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that (X, Y) being indepen-
dent of Z implies that X and Z are c. i. | 7. To see this, consider

E{IAn, I Y} = E{E{IAnB \YyX}\Y} = E {IAE{IB \Y,X}\ Y] a. s.

= E{IΛ I Y}E{IB] = E{IA I Y}E{IB \ Y] a. s.

where A e &?(X), B e <
It should be noted that Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid if the

random variables Y and Z are replaced by random functions since the
proofs depend only on the properties of the corresponding σ-algebras.

Before stating a generalization of Theorem 3, we prove the follow-
ing lemma :

LEMMA 4. // ^ and t ^ l are c. i. | L ^ , then :S λ Π . ^ and ̂  Π S/> 3

are c. i. | Sfx.

Proof. Let A, e J ^ ( i = 1, 2, 3) and B, e js\. Then

E{IΛ]nΛ.MnA:i I ̂ 1 = LJnE{IΛ/A3 | ^ } a. S.

^!^} a.s.

{ΛιΠAJ}{βιnA:]\,^} a.s.

by hypothesis and lemma follows.

THEOREM 4. Let F e ^ f ami .^1 c sf (ί = 1, 2, 3) δβ given. //
c σ(^"Ί U JΓ,) atwί if J7~* and ^?> are c. ί. 1 j ^ ,

(8) £ 7 { Γ | ^ n ^ } =E{Y\JΓ1} a.s.

Proof. By Lemma 4 it follows that J ^ Π ̂ 2

 a n ^ ^ are c. i.U>%.

Therefore, (8) becomes a consequence of Theorem 3 since J^~[ Π <:>! and

J*~3 being c. i. | J ^ implies that ^ ( F ) and .^~3 are c. i. | ,9^.
Of particular importance is the following special case of the above

theorem :

COROLLARY 4.1. Let g : R2->Rγ be a &\-measurable function, and,
r. v.'s X, Yj Z be such that g(X, Y) e if, and either X and Z are
c. i. I Y or the vector (X, Y) is independent of Z, Then
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E[g(X, Y) ί Γ, £} - £?{flf(X, Γ) I Y] a. s.

As before, this result remains valid if the random variables X> Y and
Z are replaced by random functions.

It should be remarked that many of the foregoing results may be
obtained by elementary means for cases where the random variables in-
volved possess joint probability density functions with respect to some
dominating measure. In many applications, however, the existence of
such density functions cannot be postulated.

4. Applications. As a first application of the results of § 3, the
following theorem shows the equivalence of certain characterizations of
conditional indepedence :

THEOREM 5. For r. v.'s X, Y} Z, the following statements are equi-
valent :

(a) Z and X are c. i. | Y
(b) Z-Y and X-Y are c . i . | F
(c) P{Z ^z\Y,X} = P{Z ^z\Y\ a. s. for all z e R,.

Proof. (Note first the standard definition P{A\j?r} = E{IA\3r}
which has been presupposed in (c).) Lemma 4 shows that (α) -> (b).
Since &(Z) c ,^{Y, Z-Y) and &(Y, X) = &(Y, X - Y) it follows
from Theorem 4 that (b) -> (c). (c) implies that E{IA \ Y, X} = E{IA \ Y)
for all A of the form {zί < Z ^ z2] with zlf z2 e Rlt The collection of
all such inverse images forms a quasi-ring, £7, say, such that σ(

It follows then that for A e £/', B e

E{IJB I Y} = E{IBE{IA \Y,X}\Y}= E{IA \ Y}E{IB | Y} a. s.

and (a) follows by Lemma 2. Q. e. d.
The equivalence of (a) and (c) has been proved in a different form

by Doob ([2], pp. 83-85) for the more general case in which Z and X
are allowed to be finite-dimensional random vectors. It should be point-
ed out that the restriction to one-dimensional r. v.'s was solely for pre-
sentation purposes throughout this paper, and that all of the above
results carry through when the conditioning r. v.'s are replaced by ar-
bitrary families of r.v.'s. This is true simply because all results involv-
ing r. v.'s have been stated in terms of their induced σ-algebras.
Roughly speaking, in this more general context, the implication (c)-»(a)
of Theorem 5 states that for a Markov process the past and future are
c. i. given the present.

A second application is in proving the statement that a stochastic
process {Xt : t e T} wτith independent increments is a Markov process.
Indeed this statement is a simple corollary of Theorem 4. For tx < t2<
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• < tn, consider

P{Xtn s x I Xh, X v , X,,nJ = P{(χίn - X,n_) + Xn_, ^ x I Xt

{Xt, .. , Xtn_)} a.s.

= P{Xln^x\Xtn_i} a.s.

The last equality is a consequence of the remark following Corollary 4.1,
since Xt — Xtn_1 and (Xh, ,Xt _) are independent. A proof of this
fact, using only the standard theorems of conditional expectation, is
lengthy and rather unattractive (cf., Doob [2], p. 85).
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